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Finally, a high-capacity, interlocking media
storage system that grows with your needs...

Keep CDs, floppies, tapes and cassettes in the same file. Interlocking
Multi-Media drawers enable you to neatly store all of your media in one
convenient system whether you need it desktop, deskside or mobile.
Storage you can build on at any time—vertically or horizontally. 

The high-capacity drawers feature a metal lock and key for security, a
large label area for easy identification and an integrated handle for easy
access. Each drawer opens to its full depth for easy filing and retrieval of

those hard-to-reach disks at the back of your file. The specially designed anti-tilt base elevates the Multi-Media components 31/4” off the floor
for convenience. Combine drawers with a trolley base for easy portability.

Choose an empty drawer and the inserts you need, or build a system with preconfigured drawers for today’s most popular media types.

Item Dimensions Model No.
Multi-Media Drawer 16”d x151/2”w x 7”h 1487

Contoured Base 16”d x151/2”w x 31/4”h 1478

Trolley Base 16”d x151/2”w x 53/8”h 1479

Multi-Media Drawer         Contoured Base                Trolley Base

Preconfigured Diskette Drawer
Holds 300 31/2” floppy disks

Model 1483

Preconfigured CD Case Drawer
Holds 48 CDs in jewel case covers

Model 1481

Preconfigured CD Sleeve Drawer
Holds 92 CDs in paper/cardboard sleeves

Model 1485

31/2” Disk Insert
Holds up to 270 31/2” floppy disks

Model 1493

Data Tape Insert
Holds 50 4mm data tapes

Model 1496

Data Cartridge Insert
Holds 30 VID8, 8mm or GIG cartridges

Model 1494

...or choose 
from preconfigured

media drawers.

Multi-Media Drawer.
Use the Multi-Media Drawer by itself, with any of the three inserts below, or use
the three preconfigured drawers below—or in any combination—to customize
your particular data storage needs. Multi-Media drawer units interlock to stack
horizontally or vertically for media storage needs of any size.

Add media-specific
drawer inserts...


